: Cooperative transitions in DNA (B to Z, B to A, helix to coil, etc.) are known to depend strongly on nucleotide sequence. In general the change in free energy involved in the transition can be expressed as:
pur-pyr (8), etc
This phenomenon may be explained by the fact that for each boundary between two conformations (helix-coil, B-Z, A-B, ".) there is an energy terra which adds a sizable contribution to the difference in free energy between the two conformations (2,1,5,10); thus the number of boundaries is kept to a minimum*
The basic idea behind the algorithm developped below is that by adding up the free energies of the different elements in the sequence, the stretches that have a total free energy negative enough to match the boundary energy build domains, provided they are neither embedded in nor contain segments of higher positive free energy. We emphasize that this procedure is basically different from the various usual averaging or smoothing procedures.
Four parts follow this introduction:
In the first part, there is a detailed description of the algorithm (originally proposed by Azbel (11) ) showing how a sequence can be partitioned into domains.
Follows a second part where we show how the set of partitions that can be generated is hierarchically organized into a binary tree.
In the third part, it is 3hown how this procedure can be used to predict the occurrence of anti-Z DNA immunoglobulin G (IgG) binding sites in supercoiled DNA; it has also been succesfully applied to the description of the helix-coil transition occurring in thermal DNA melting (1-3, and refs. therein) and to the finding of homologous domains between unrelated sequences (12, 13) .
Lastly, follows a discussion on developments and possible biological role of domains.
The description we give here aims to be simple and general. For each particular application, this algorithm can be modified and adapted.
The sequence we are going to deal with is built of two kinds of elements: 0s and 1s, they can stand for A/T and G/C bp. in helix coil transition; alternance pur-pyr and non alternance in B-Z transition, mismatch and match in sequence comparison etc... Let X be some parameter monitoring the transition between two states: a to jj, and let the differences in free energy between them be:
where AS is the change in entropy (we take AS to be the same for both aand p), and X o (resp. X^ the transition point for a poly(0)(resp. poly(D) sequence. All transitions take place between X^JXQ, with AF Q >0Jtf' 1 .
Let us introduce the dimensionless parameter P=(X-XQ)/AX (AX=XI-XQ), the free energy of an a stretch of length L can be written:
E= AS-AX^nofwi^p-njz AS«AX»L(p-r)= AS^X*H -2-where n Q (resp. n^ is the number of elements of Os (resp. 1s), L=n o +ni, r=ni/L, H is a renormalized dimensionless variable which, for the sake of simplicity, H will be used instead of E. The energy of a stretch in^state is given the zero value. Moreover, for each boundary between segments in different states we 3hould add a term W= 2V/(AS«AX) (V being the boundary free energy).
For each given sequence, let us build the following recursive function:
so for segment (m,n): in order to minimize its free energy, this segment will be inastate for pC5 and inpfor p>.5. The formation of this psegment in an oenvironment creates two a-pboundaries. b) for segment [2-3] the total H value will be:
the term W 1 is added here because, for p>.5, neighbour segments are in pstate adding thus two boundaries (see fig. 1b ). Again to minimize its free energy, Hap of ^X171: bases are numbered clockwise, convention used is the same as in (17), major restriction sites are indicated; black areas cover the 9 anti-Z IgG binding sites identified in (9); external arrows indicate the predicted site3 see table below.
transitions having boundary number n will split into two daughter transitions with boundary numbers such that n=n-j + ^2 (2). When W is allowed to take any positive value, the set of transitions generated from a given sequence is organized into a binary tree hierarchy, this can be seen in a plot of W vs. p, see fig. 2a for the present example, if the sequence is added as a third dimension this plot appears as a solid surface in fig. 2b .
DETERMINATION Of 6iSl=Z IfiG BItfBUffi SUES
Double stranded DNA in B form is characterized by a.n£i conformation of the ba3es relative to the sugar, whereas in Z form, every other base adopts the fiXD conformation. For purlnes, the energy difference between syjj and aati was evaluated to be approximatively 2 kcal mol" 1 , but for pyrimidines, it amounts to 5-7 kcal mol" 1 (16) . Thus, in contrast to pyrimidines, purines can easily switch from aoti to sy.n conformation, so that Z forms are found primarily among alternating pur-pyr stretches; ayj) conformation of pyr is only expected if some other stabilization factors favour it (15) . We applied the above algorithm in assigning to pur-pur or pyr-pyr stacks ("1") a free energy differing from that of pur-pyr or pyr-pur stacks ("0") by 3.5 kcal mol"
1 . Furthermore, the V value of the B-Z interface was taken, from alternating (low p c ), the latter being candidates to Z form.
It ha3 however been found experimentally that the pur-pyr alternance i3 not sufficient to enable the Z form (7); the GC content in the pur-pyr alternation must predominate, presumably because the sxD-SDll transition of adenines is less favorable than that of guanines (14) . Therefore, in practice we superpose a conventional stability profile (p s vs. seq., (3)) to the conformability profile, and choose empirically minimum p c (high alternation) and maximum p s (high GC content). This procedure works well, but lack of enough experimental data prevents formalization of the above rule, which for the moment remains empirical.
As an example we apply these considerations to 0X174 so as to select the 9 Z sites identified by electron microscopy (9). For P^.42 (roughly over 58X alternation) and p s >.58 (roughly over 585 GC), 10 domains are found, including the 9 determined experimentally ( figure 3 and table I ).
CONCLUgJOfl
A body of evidence has accumulated in favor of domains in DNA so: do they play a role in regulating gene expression? is an obvious question many laboratories (including our own) are attempting to answer.
We have found (18, 19) that characteristic genetic signals borne by nucleic acids, and controlling or regulating gene expression (promoters in particular), coincide with characteristic stability and/or conformability domains. These result from particular local constraints in the distribution of AT/GC bp. or pur/pyr stacks; both constraints are independent and may be encoded by different synonymous sequences. It 3eems to us that these domains, which are under environemental control, need not to be permanent features of a particular DNA molecule but may ari3e as transient structures, as presumably is the ca3e with Z DNA stretches, that can be recognized by target proteins.
The algorithm presented above exists in different versions contained in the programs FASE, PASE, DUR and PRINFAS, all written in Microsoft™ BASIC.
